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Publisher's Description Accelerate your PC gaming experience with Port Royal. This optional upgrade for people who bought
3DMark before January 8, 2019, unlocks the Port Royal benchmark, the DirectX Raytracing feature test and the new world

record system, which shows you the highest score you can get with your GPU. User reviews For 3DMark, September 21, 2019
Nexus Mods My testing and record breaking was done on my AMD Radeon RX 580 8GB and I had a bunch of games to run,
but it said the i7 CPU was not available, instead I was limited to 64-bit (!) I've always wanted to test with an i7 and now I have
but had to use my X-CORE 6600k. It took me a while to download it from here and it took even longer to actually test it (after
putting 4GB on that was not enough). After the epic failure where my X-CORE couldn't handle a video card upgrade I had to

look again to be able to decide if I should buy this or not, so I just got an RX 570 8GB and opted not to have this one. Compared
to the RX 580 8GB (which I bought some months back) this one doesn't have raytracing in the rendering engine, making it

useless for me. The new world record system is nice and all, but I already use the one I bought and I would have to get rid of the
X-CORE so it doesn't slow me down in getting it. This test had no settings and looked exactly like the TV test. Not a huge

disappointment, but let's see if the TV test changes from the 520 to the 580. Because I already have an OC on my 580, I took
the scores of my two charts. I didn't download this, I just used the charts. Conclusion: In the charts above I made a chart that

maxed out with my chart (the only one of the two i7 CPU) of a i7 7700K, there was an average of 10-11 FPS more with the i7
CPU, while in the actual test it was like 5-6 FPS. My life depends on my PC. I have had a lot of good, stable, and reliable parts

(even the mobo). I do things that nobody does. Everything from 3D rendering, to
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